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This newsletter was originally set up to be
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salary of a brain surgeon survey, it will now be sent out to parents as
well.
in the UK is £100,000.
David Beckham has his
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This issue contains articles about The Gatsby
Benchmarks, the recent parent survey,
defining what a career is, and a careers
events summary.
There is also an article about a local business
based in Soham that has supported our
careers programme in lots of different ways
this year.
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The Gatsby Benchmarks have been adopted
by the government to provide a framework
around which schools can develop and
improve their careers programme. We are
working toward adopting all of the
benchmarks over the next couple of years,
and have made good progress since Sept
2018 with Benchmarks 1, 5, & 8 fully
achieved, and Benchmark 7 close to
completion.

What is the
definition of Career
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1.

A stable careers programme

2.

Alumni
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Learning from career and labour market
information

Summer 2019
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3.

Addressing the needs of each student

4.

Linking curriculum learning to careers

5.

Encounters with employers and
employees

6.

Experiences of workplaces

7.

Encounters with further and higher
education

8.

Personal guidance
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Likewise, if you have any feedback on
the newsletter or have items you wish
us to include in future editions please
let us know.

The Gatsby Benchmarks

Gatsby
Benchmarks

Autumn 2019

If you want to find out more about
anything in this newsletter, please
contact the Careers Team.
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Work will continue across 2019/20 to
achieve as many of the other Benchmarks
as possible. This is far from being simply
a tick-box exercise to meet government
expectations — through pilot schemes the
Benchmarks have been proven to raise
students aspirations and make them as
work-ready as they can possibly be.

Quality in Careers Standard Award
We continue to work towards gaining this national award which aligns perfectly with the Gatsby
Benchmarks. The award ensures the school is delivering the type of careers programme the government
has indicated and that students will benefit from.
In order to gain the award, we must provide sufficient current evidence to demonstrate that we meet all the
national quality assessment criteria. As with the Gatsby Benchmarks, we can already provide evidence in
many of the areas, such as the way we provide personal guidance to students through 1-2-1 meetings,
meaningful employer engagement, and how we assess the impact of activities through student, tutor and
parental feedback.
This will be a tough award to achieve! This is not just an award that the Careers Department will achieve but
one that the whole school will have to work towards. There will be more detail provided in due course.

Parent Survey
An on-line survey was carried out recently to get the views of parents of how they viewed Careers
Education and Guidance in the school, and what areas they felt were important for their children. We
had 117 respondents and the findings have been invaluable to the Careers Department so thanks to
those that took part.



83% of parents felt that Careers Education is very important in a secondary school, with 15% saying
it is fairly important.

With the huge and sometimes bewildering choice of jobs currently available, plus the extensive choice
of education and training options after Yr11, it is vital that young people are given the right guidance,
information and advice to enable them to make informed decisions about their future.



Help with CV’s and personal statements, information about money and time management, and talks
from Post 16 colleges came out on top in terms of what elements of our careers programme are
deemed most important.

All parts of our programme are important, whether it be asking students to think about what jobs could
be linked to their hobbies or interests in Yr7, right up to meeting and visiting Post 16 Centres to
understand if they are the right next step for a Yr10 or Yr11 student.



36% of parents felt that the careers programme at SVC was either excellent or good. 61% didn't
know enough about it to be able to answer.

Naturally parents’ knowledge and awareness of the programme increased as their children moved up
the school. However, Careers Education is designed for all students regardless of age and their stage
of education, and so we acknowledge that we have some work to do with KS3 parents to raise the
profile of what we do.



31% of parents said they had visited the careers section on the school website, with 20% saying
they knew it existed but hadn’t looked at it. 49% said they didn’t know it existed.

Communication and information sharing is vital within Careers Education. The school’s careers website
is packed full of useful information and links to further sources, relevant to all year groups. A greater
proportion of KS3 parents tended to not know about the website compared to KS4 parents, although
35% of KS4 parents weren’t aware the site was available. To help to start addressing this, you will see a
small section in this newsletter about the careers website and where to find it.
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Careers Policy, Strategy and Programme
We are required to publish our policy, strategy and programme so that they are available for all to read. All
schools had a statutory requirement to do this by September 2018.
All three publications can be found on the Careers section of the school website:
Policy - this is our guiding principle and determines what should be done at the top level. It is approved by the
Advisory Board and reviewed every 3 years
Strategy - this is our comprehensive plan which helps to shape what we do and provide more detail and
structure. It is a flexible plan and is reviewed every six months
Programme - this is the detail behind the strategy that highlights the key activities through the year. It is not an
exhaustive list and is updated annually but it gives a good flavour of what the Careers Team deliver
Please take the opportunity to glance at these documents as they all provide a good insight into what we do and
why we do it.

Business in the Spotlight: Gloof, Soham
Creating a welcoming place for the community of Soham to meet and enjoy food and drink. This was my
aim when I left my full time job in professional education to open a brand new gluten free coffee shop in
Churchgate Street.
Seven months on and Gloof is thriving. It has quickly become a favourite for locals to meet, eat and take
away as well as a destination for people with coeliac disease, a nasty allergy to gluten found in wheat,
barley and rye. We also cater for dairy intolerances and vegans, with many of our freshly baked cakes
free of milk and a choice of five non-milk alternatives for your drinks. Coconut latte or almond milk
mocha, anyone?

Naturally, not every Gloofer is gluten free – you can’t tell the difference – and we have many wonderful
regulars including mums and babies, local charity shop and salon workers and active retired people.
Having worked in business for many years, I wanted to give young people their first taste of real work
and employ local people where possible. I am proud to say that six of our seven staff are current and
former students of Soham Village College (SVC).
Working with Nick Oakhill, Careers Manager and Zinnia Parr, Head of Business Studies at SVC, in June we
a class of Yr10 business students devoured hot chocolate and cupcakes while they took part in a team
quiz to test their understanding of some of the concepts they had learned in the classroom and how they
apply to a small business like Gloof. Several students expressed an interest in starting their own business
– young entrepreneurs in the making!
In September, we are delighted to welcome an SVC student on a week long placement designed to help
them understand the principles of good customer service by serving real customers and a taste of
working in hospitality.
The success of any business is down to how well it connects with its customers and serves their needs. As
well as offering free wifi, toys and books, we fulfil special orders and private hire. Being gloriously gluten
free, family friendly and accommodating is what people tell us they
love about Gloof and with nearly 1,100 Facebook followers and
over 100 five star reviews, we are proud to serve the people of
Soham and beyond.
Emma Jennings
Owner of Gloof Coffee Shop, 9 Churchgate Street, Soham, CB7 5DS
Find us on Facebook @GloofUK
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Careers Website

The careers section on the school website can be found as indicated above. We are hoping to make it a little
easier to find in the near future but for now the link below will take you straight there...

http://www.sohamvc.org/Information-Advice-Guidance/
The section is always kept up-to-date where possible, and is a great source of information across many aspects
of Careers Education. There are some links to key websites that I would encourage you to visit.
If you feel we are missing information that would be useful to you, please let us know!!

What is the definition of ‘Career’? Soham Village College Alumni
or
What does ‘career’ mean to you? Does it mean different
things to different people, depending on their age,
background, outlook on life, and general attitude?
The Oxford dictionary definition is ‘a way of making one’ s

living, profession; course through life’

However, careers professionals widen it out to ‘an

individual’s progression through learning and work rather
than a job or a series of jobs’
Gone is the traditional view of a linear career, in which a
school leaver would join a company as a junior and work their
way up through the ranks through earned promotion or
upward movement due to experience. That still exists in some
professions but with increased opportunities in the workplace
and ever-changing social dynamics, people are having to
adapt to be able to move between jobs more regularly. So
whilst professional knowledge and competence is necessary,
as important is the ability to transfer skills across industries
and be adaptable.
So young people need career management skills in order to
control their own career development. Knowledge. Skills.
Attitude. All relevant in todays and tomorrows work
environment.
A career is more of a journey than a pre-determined plan. It
requires young people to have self and opportunity
awareness, and the ability to makes fresh choices in
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response to changing circumstances.

Our Alumni continues to grow since its launch in
Sept 2018. We now have 140 ex-students signed
up which is an amazing result so far.

The aim of the Alumini is to establish a bank of
valuable contacts who can be called upon to help
engage with students and help inspire them along
their chosen career pathway. Our contacts so far
include engineers, sport reporters, business
owners, airline cabin crew, solicitors, scientists
and apprentices to name but a few, and are
located all over the UK and the world.
Some members have already been back into
school to either help with careers activities or just
to visit. The impact on students to hear from exstudents and how their careers have developed is
immense and a vital part of the careers
programme.
We are looking forward to welcoming many more
of our ex-students back to the school in the the
coming year.
If you are an ex-student, or have family or friends
who attended the school, please use the following
link to register and become part of an amazing
group of people

https://networks.futurefirst.org.uk/formerstudent/soham

Looking back at summer 2019……....
*Yr10 Volunteer It Yourself garden project

*Yr8 Creative Arts workshop

*Yr10 Business Studies trip to Banham Zoo and Gloof Café, Soham

*Yr7/8 Science Fair

*Yr10 Mock Inteview Preparation workshop

*Yr10 STEM glider workshop

*Yr9 Business Studies/Food Tech LEAFEducation visit to Thetford Forest *Yr10 College Taster Days
*National Citizen Service visited to recruit for their summer camps

*Fantastic Alumni & parent
support!

*Yr10 Health & Social Care work placements

PSHE Day 3
Yr7 Workshops

Yr10 Mock Interviews

Yr7, 8 & 9 Activote

Resilience

200 students interviewed

Interactive survey to establish

Skills & Strengths

Supported by 25 parents & alumni

where and how students get

Supported by alumni

their careers information from

…..…...and looking towards Autumn
Leavers from last year will
have received their GCSE
results and hopefully will all
have embarked on their
chosen pathway in education
and training.

Yr11 take part in a College
Application Day in Oct, where
they hear from all the Post 16
Centres in Cambs and get to
grips with the new online
application process.
Yr11 FLT will have their work
experience week in local
businesses.

Yr8 will take part in an Enterprise
Day, designing their own company
to deal with an issue within school.
This will test their skills in teamwork, communication, marketing
and creativity

Employer engagement remains a
large part of the careers
programme and students will have a
chance to meet and engage with a
variety of businesses and employers
to help inspire them. This continues
our focus on Gatsby Benchmark 5.

We will be providing on a number of
STEM opportunities across the
year groups, to raise awareness of
the multitude of professions and
roles in this area.
We also hope to link up with some
of the Cambridge colleges and
universities to show students some
of the options after 6th form or
college.
And to support students interested
in apprenticeships, we will
continue our work with AIM
Apprenticeships to inform and
advise
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We will continue our collaboration
with Volunteer It Yourself as we look
to further rejuvenate our FLT
garden.

The National Citizen Service will
continue to support us and provide
fantastic opportunities for Yr11
students.

Careers Activity Focus
Garden Design Project with Foundation Learning Tier

In April we were pleased to welcome guests from the organisation Volunteer It Yourself, in
partnership with Wickes, Newmarket, to help us begin the process of transforming the FLT garden.
Over 2 days the Yr11 students cleared some of the garden and constructed 3 raised beds. The aim for
this area is to turn it into a market garden, growing fruits and vegetables, all grown by our students.
From the experience the students learned new construction and gardening skills, as well as improving
their team working, whilst also gaining credit for their BTEC courses. We are hoping that this will be a
lasting legacy and will enable us to create an orchard and sensory garden over the next few years.

Yr8 Creating the Future Event

A group of Yr8s took part in a creative arts workshop in April, run by Festival Bridge. A number of
arts-related employers supported the workshop through working with the groups and talking about
their own role during the day. Students worked in groups to design a well-being app that could be
used to improve physical or mental health. The groups had to decide who amongst them would be
responsible for certain areas of the project, such as design, marketing, finance and presentation.
Each group then presented their app to the rest of the workshop, with an overall winning group being chosen by the judges.
Students were able to work on and demonstrate a range of skills relevant to the world of work, such
as decision-making, teamwork, problem solving and creative thinking. Festival Bridge commented
that the group was by far the best they had worked with all year, with a high level of engagement
from students and some amazing ideas being developed. This has led to the school supporting Festival Bridge with a video production project they are working on which we were delighted to be involved in.
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Qualifications

The range of courses available to students can appear to be a bit mind-boggling
sometimes, and this is one area that students need to be clear about when they start
looking at their options.
Colleges will have their own specific entry requirements but the table above can be used
as a general guide.
Some colleges will require specific grades in certain subjects in order for students to
study that course. Colleges that offer courses linked to apprenticeships may advise that
a student should apply for a 1 yr vocational course first to gain the basic industry
knowledge rather than move straight to an apprenticeship. This will increase the
chances of finding a suitable employer.
Research is the key for all of this, so the sooner students can start looking at options and
ask questions the better.

Feedback
If you have any feedback about specific careers events we
organise then we are very happy to receive them.
Likewise, if you have any suggestions about events you feel we
should be putting on, or employers/businesses you would like
us to invite into school, then feel free to let us know. We are
always open to new ideas or proposals!!

noakhill@soham-college.org.uk
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